The methanol to olefins process is a show case example of complex zeolite-catalyzed chemistry. At real operating conditions, many factors such as framework flexibility, adsorption of various guest molecules and competitive reaction pathways, affect reactivity. In this paper we show the strength of first principle molecular dynamics techniques to capture this complexity by means of two case studies. Firstly, the adsorption behavior of methanol and water in H-SAPO-34 at 350 °C is investigated. Hereby we observed an important degree of framework flexibility and proton mobility. Secondly, we studied the methylation of benzene by methanol via a competitive direct and stepwise pathway in the AFI topology. Both case studies clearly show that a first principle molecular dynamics approach enables to obtain unprecedented insights into zeolite-catalyzed reactions at the nanometer scale.
Introduction
Chemical conversions in zeolites play an essential role in today's industrial catalysis. [1] [2] [3] Within the field of heterogeneous catalysis, the conversion of methanol to hydrocarbons (MTH) or olefins (MTO) over acidic zeolites received a lot of attention during the last decades, due to its relevance in the search for alternative processes to produce hydrocarbon products. [4] [5] [6] [7] The MTO process has experimentally been developed in the past 3-4 decades and is currently being industrialized. [5] Methanol can be obtained from coal, natural gas or biomass and is in turn converted into ethene, propene or other hydrocarbons. The process proved extremely difficult to unravel at the nanoscale level due to various factors such as pressure, temperature and the occurrence of competing reaction mechanisms, which highly influence the catalytic performance of the system. Due to its complexity, it is a very challenging case study for theoretical modeling studies. [8] Currently, there is a consensus that a hydrocarbon pool (HP) mechanism operates during the methanol conversion process. Herein, an organic center is trapped in the zeolite pores and acts as co-catalyst. [9] [10] [11] The HP may be of aromatic or aliphatic nature and the two corresponding types of catalytic cycles are in close connection with each other, a concept that is called the dual cycle. [12] Depending on the catalyst topology and operating conditions either one or both cycles may be responsible for olefin formation during the methanol conversion process. [12] [13] [14] Theoretical contributions have proven to be indispensable within MTO research.
Methodological developments and a steady increase in computer power, contributed to the fact that many properties, in particular rate coefficients of well-defined elementary reactions, are now routinely calculated with high accuracy. [8, [15] [16] [17] However, theoretical chemists are still confronted with paramount challenges to thoroughly explain experimental observations. The true challenge lies in linking the model system with experimental or industrial conditions.
Weckhuysen nicely illustrated in his review on spatial heterogeneities in catalytic solids at different length and time scales, that the observed function of a material is the result of a multi-scale nature of phenomena. [18] Even when focus is set on phenomena occurring in the nanometer range of the active site, routinely applied static methods to study chemical reactions are often not sufficient to mimic operational conditions. A first complication is that on complex potential energy surfaces (PES), typically many isoenergetic configurations occur. To properly describe the complexity of such processes, one must study the free energy surface (FES). [19] A schematic representation of a hypothetical FES in terms of two reaction coordinate variables is shown in Figure 2 . It is clear that two minima on the surface can be connected by various competitive reaction paths as hypothetically illustrated in Figure 1 .
Reactant A and product B are connected by direct reaction paths and a two-step mechanism via intermediate C. Additionally, intermediate C can form a byproduct D. Bell and co-workers recently demonstrated that 0 K potential energy surfaces alone cannot accurately predict product selectivities as selectivity in zeolite catalysis is largely determined by dynamical effects in high-temperature reaction pathways. [19, 20] A second issue is that various guest molecules can be present in the pores of the material, and each of them can play an active role during the chemical conversions. The loading and role of these additional guest molecules typically depend on the operating conditions, such as temperature and pressure. More guest molecules introduce more degrees of freedom in the system, making it more difficult to set up accurate static models. A third complication concerns the zeolite framework flexibility, which may impact the conversions it catalyzes. Every zeolite topology exhibits a flexibility window as theoretically demonstrated by Kapko and co-workers. [21] It was observed that gas molecules with a Lennard-Jones diameter larger than the time-averaged narrow sodalite windows can diffuse through the sodalite zeolite due to framework flexibility. [22, 23] Also the flexibility of any bulky reaction intermediate implies a significant increase in conformational degrees of freedom that should be appropriately accounted for. [24] Figure 1. Hypothetical two dimensional free energy surface as a function of two collective variables. Minima A and B are connected by direct and a two-step reaction paths.
Intermediate C can also lead to byproduct D.
In this paper we apply advanced molecular dynamics techniques, which, to some extent, allow capturing the framework flexibility, the presence of guest molecules and the occurrence of competitive reaction paths. This is done by means of two case studies, which are inspired by the MTO process. The first case sheds light on proton mobility in water or methanol occluded in the CHA cages of the industrially relevant MTO catalyst H-SAPO-34. [25] For Brønsted acidic catalyzed reactions, proton mobility is essential as proton transfer is the first step in the activation of reactants. Additionally, the influence of the guest molecule loading on the flexibility of the H-SAPO-34 framework will be discussed. The second case study focusses on the accurate simulation of competitive pathways using the metadynamics approach.
Therefore, the methylation of benzene by two methanol molecules in H-SSZ-24 is selected.
As shown earlier, methylation reactions are crucial steps in the HP mechanism of the MTO process. [5, 6, 26] There is still an ongoing debate about the exact reaction mechanism, for which two possible reaction routes have been proposed. [26] On the one hand, the methylation can occur in a concerted fashion, meaning that protonation of methanol, water formation and the methyl transfer occur simultaneously. On the other hand, there is the stepwise mechanism in which methanol protonation, water formation and the formation of a framework bound methoxide occur prior to the actual methylation. The relative importance of the direct and the stepwise mechanism during the methylation of benzene in H-SSZ-24 will be assessed by applying a dynamical approach, capturing both pathways in one simulation.
A thorough exploration of the FES is currently not routinely applied in zeolite-catalyzed chemistry as there are still a lot of methodological hurdles to overcome. These are typically related to the wide range of characteristic time scales associated with a molecular system in zeolite catalysis. More specifically, to simulate a chemical reaction, special techniques have to be applied for sampling the less probable regions on the FES that are inherently related with an activated process. [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] Only a limited number of studies have applied techniques that go beyond the static approach to describe chemical transformation in zeolites. [19, 20, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] The strength of a dynamical approach was earlier demonstrated by some of the present authors.
We reported that the influence of the presence of multiple protic molecules on the methylation of benzene [44] and methoxide formation [42] in H-ZSM-5 has to be studied with molecular dynamics. These studies demonstrated that formation of protonated clusters of protic molecules has to be taken into account when modeling reactions under conditions of high reactant loadings, in particular in case of protic reactants that can play a solvent-like role.
Results and discussion
In this paper, results from ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) and metadynamics (MTD) simulations are presented. Therefore, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were applied to periodic catalyst models of H-SAPO-34 and H-SSZ-24, which properly account for the topology and flexibility of the materials. This approach is in contrast with the often adopted finite cluster models wherein only a fraction of the material is accounted for. [8] The CHA structured H-SAPO-34 is characterized by large elliptic cages, connected by narrow 8-ring windows (3.8 Å x 3.8 Å), whereas the AFI structured H-SSZ-24 exhibits large one dimensional pores consisting of 12-rings (7.3 Å x 7.3 Å) ( Figure 2 ). Recently, both catalysts have been studied experimentally. [13, 45, 46] H-SAPO-34 is an industrially relevant MTO catalyst, [25] whereas H-SSZ-24 has been studied as a model system as it allows co-feeding studies with bulky aromatic reaction intermediates. [13, 43] It was demonstrated that in both catalysts, aromatic hydrocarbon pool compounds play a major role during olefin formation. [13, 43, 47, 48] Figure 2. Schematic representation of the CHA structured H-SAPO-34 and AFI-structured H-SSZ-24 catalysts, with indication of the acid site, the size of the pore opening (taken from the IZA database [49] ) and the dominant hydrocarbon pool species during methanol conversion.
Case study I: Adsorption behavior of methanol or water in H-SAPO-34 at 350 °C

Framework flexibility
The adsorption of methanol and water in several zeolitic materials has been the subject of numerous studies. [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] Water and methanol are two crucial molecules during the MTO process. In some cases water is added to the methanol feed in the form of process condensate or steam to tune the product selectivity. [62, 63] The applied H-SAPO-34 unit cell contains 2 acid sites, located in the same 8-ring that connects two CHA cages ( Figure S1 .1). The NPT simulations with a fully flexible unit cell allow, next to a study of proton mobility, also a detailed investigation of the lattice flexibility in terms of various loadings of methanol or water at finite temperatures. Note that cell optimizations at 0 K would not yield reliable data with respect to the cell volume as zeolite and zeotype materials exhibit negative thermal expansion behavior. [64, 65] The time-averaged cell lengths are reported in Table S1 .1.
We observe that the time-averaged unit cell volume increases upon adsorption of more methanol molecules, indicating that the resulting hydrogen bonded methanol molecules require more space in the CHA cage ( Figure 3) . Additionally, the volume expansion appears to be anisotropic as shown in the right panel of Figure 3 , showing the maximum expansion and contraction of the H-SAPO-34 unit cell along the three cell vectors with different loadings of methanol and water molecules. The maximum volume change of 1.6 % is mainly due to a relatively high flexibility of the framework in the c-axis (2 % expansion, Figure 3 and Figure S2 .1). During water adsorption, the time-averaged unit cell volume first decreases, reaches a minimum at a loading of 5 water molecules per acid site and then increases upon adsorption of higher loadings ( Figure 3 ). The contraction of the framework is in stark contrast with what is observed for methanol adsorption and clearly shows that the relatively strong interactions of small water molecules with the framework are able to contract the unit cell.
Again, the largest framework deformations are situated in the c-direction (3.4 % contraction, Figure 3 and Figure S2 .1). During room temperature adsorption experiments of methanol and water in H-SAPO-34, Wragg and co-workers also observed a volume expansion (+0.5%) and contraction (-2%) during methanol and water adsorption respectively. [66] However, at room temperature the volume change was rather isotropic. The simulations presented here point out that at high temperature, framework expansion and contraction is highly anisotropic as it preferably occurs in the c-direction. This is in line with the experimentally observed 3%
increase in the c-direction of H-SAPO-34 crystals under MTO conditions and at high temperature (500 °C), during the coking phase. [67] [68] [69] These findings illustrate the complexity of accurately taking into account framework flexibility, [70] as anisotropic effects might be at play. 
Proton mobility
For Brønsted acidic catalyzed reactions, proton transfers are the essential first steps in the activation of reactants. Earlier spectroscopic and theoretical studies reported proton transfer and mobility in zeolites, depending on the loading of protic molecules like methanol and water in the pores. [51, 52, 57, [71] [72] [73] This phenomenon not only plays a role during adsorption but also affects the catalytic performance in elementary reaction steps. As an example we mention the role of assisting water molecules on a recently proposed reaction cycle for olefin elimination during methanol conversion in H-SAPO-34. [74] That protic molecules affect proton transfer and possibly also reaction mechanisms, can be well understood by the application of dynamical methods, as was already proven for chemical reactions in aqueous solution [75] and zeolites [42, 44] . Whether methanol and water forms ion pairs upon adsorption in H-SAPO-34 is a point of discussion in literature and seems to depend on the applied conditions. [50, 54, 55, 58] Furthermore, extensive work was performed by Krishna and co-workers on the effect of hydrogen bonding on adsorption of water-alcohol mixtures in zeolites and the consequences for the diffusivities. [76] To obtain deeper insights into the mobility of protons in the zeolitic system under study, a methanol or water loadings, the probability for framework deprotonation significantly increases. For 5 methanol molecules per acid site, the probability reaches nearly 100%, indicating that at these conditions at least one methoxonium ion is present in the pores. For water, which has a lower proton affinity than methanol (697 kJ/mol vs 761 kJ/mol [77] ), higher loadings are required to obtain similar levels of proton transfer. With sufficient amounts of water, hydronium ions can be stable species, which is in correspondence with the findings of Smith et al en Termath et al. [54, 55] (Supporting Information section S3). We selected these two most extreme situations for further analysis of proton motion as during these simulations the best sampling of proton transfer reactions was achieved. Note that Figure 4 suggested that also at lower loadings, proton transfer reactions might be important.
The dots in Figure 5a show the trajectory of a proton (blue) originally located on an acid site and an oxygen atom trajectory (red) of the methanol molecule with which the acidic proton was initially interacting during a simulation of 5 methanol molecules per acid site in H-SAPO-34 at 350 °C. Apparently, the traced methanol molecule is not able to leave the chabazite cage during the simulation time, whereas the proton is able to diffuse through the 8-ring containing the substitutional defects. Figure 5c shows the displacement of the proton and methanol oxygen atom with respect to their initial positions. Initially both move simultaneously, however after a couple of picoseconds, proton transfers occur as both atoms no longer move simultaneously.
The right panel of Figure 5 displays the analogue for 8 water molecules per acid site in H-SAPO-34 at 350 °C. Again, a proton is able to cross an 8-ring connecting two adjacent chabazite cages (Figure 5b ). Figure 5d illustrates that a proton originating from the framework and a water molecule with which the proton was initially interacting, don't move simultaneously throughout the entire simulation, indicating that proton transfer reactions take place between the framework and water molecules. Furthermore, the larger displacements reflect a higher mobility of protons and water molecules compared to bulkier methanol molecules.
Our simulations also indicate that framework deprotonation at 350 °C is a highly dynamical process, as the transitions between states with 2, 1 or 0 protonated acid sites in the H-SAPO-34 unit cell loaded with sufficient amounts of methanol or water are relatively fast ( Figure 5 e,f). These fast transitions during regular MD simulations indicate that the corresponding free energy barriers are in the order of RT, with R the universal gas constant. Note that the low occupancy of states with two protonated acid sites corresponds with the nearly 100 % probability for framework deprotonation shown in Figure 4 . The significant probability to find one protonated acid site suggests that an equilibrium between the protonated and deprotonated sites in the zeolite loaded with water or methanol exists. This implies that an acid-catalyzed reaction can occur at the acid site, as well as at a certain distance from it due to proton mobility. Indeed, after framework deprotonation, protons can apparently be located at reasonable distances from their original position at the acid site ( Figure S4 .1 and Figure S4 .2).
The observation that protic molecules can detach the protons from Brønsted acid sites has consequences on catalytic reactions occurring in the pores. The effect of this phenomenon on activation barriers was recently demonstrated by some of the present authors. [42, 44] For the methylation of benzene in H-ZSM-5 it was found that after framework deprotonation, protonated hydrogen bonded methanol clusters are formed, which are less reactive towards methylation compared to single protonated methanol molecules. These protonated clusters of protic molecules could be observed as well during our simulations (Table S5 .1). In the simulation with 8 water molecules per acid site, larger clusters are being formed compared to 5 methanol molecules per acid site. 
Free energies and diffusion of protons
Next, free energy profiles were constructed for proton motion through the 8-rings. Therefore, an axis (ξ) is defined perpendicular to the ring plane (Figure 6 ), and the ξ coordinate is computed for each atom along the trajectory by projecting its coordinates onto this axis. The histogram of ξ coordinates P(ξ) gives the free energy profile
with β = 1/k B T and k B the Boltzmann constant. In addition, 8-ring crossing can be detected, because a ring crossing is accompanied by a change in sign of ξ between subsequent trajectory snapshots. Given the free energy profile, a free energy barrier ΔG ‡ is conveniently computed from the probability density at the top of the barrier compared to the reactant state probability: Grotthuss like mechanism. The corresponding overall free energy barrier is 7 + 1 kJ/mol, indicating a slightly higher proton mobility in water compared to methanol adsorbed in H-SAPO-34 as studied here. Note that detailed descriptions of the Grotthuss mechanism, or revisited versions of it [79] and the proton vehicle mechanism are beyond the scope of this article. Despite the good statistics of the ring crossings, our relatively short simulation times (50 ps) do not allow the accurate calculation of diffusion coefficients. Summarizing, this case study shows that adsorption of sufficient amounts of water or methanol induces a relatively high degree of mobility of the acidic protons that were initially located on the acid sites. Once framework deprotonation occurred, a plethora of configurations is sampled. Protonated hydrogen bonded cluster of methanol or water are formed and broken and the positive charge can be found at a considerable distance from the acid site. Consequently, a static approach would not offer enough sampling to capture all the information reported in this case study. Furthermore, the fast proton motion at 350 °C can be observed during a 50 ps MD simulation, whereas diffusion of small hydrocarbons in 8-ring zeolites typically requires simulations of 10 to 100 ns to obtain sufficient sampling. [80, 81] This indicates that proton diffusion occurs on smaller time scales and thus occurs before any highly activated chemical reaction can take place. Hence, this highly dynamical phenomenon has to be taken into account when modeling zeolite-catalyzed reaction steps, since a chemical reaction consequently not necessarily occurs at the catalyst's acid site when a significant amount of protic molecules is present in the pores.
Case study II: simulating competing pathways for benzene methylation in H-SSZ-24
Methylation reactions are crucial steps during methanol conversion as they initiate all hydrocarbon pool reaction cycles proposed so far. [6] Consequently, numerous studies focused on the methylation by methanol, dimethyl ether or methoxides of aromatics and alkenes in the framework of the MTO process. [16, 17, 26, 42, 44, 46, 82, 83] It should be mentioned that the static approach with finite cluster models as applied in most of these studies has been very successful in reproducing and predicting experimentally measured kinetic data. [16, 17] However, a similar approach is not applicable for the study of methylation reactions in the large pore AFI structured H-SSZ-24 as will be demonstrated in this case study. Firstly, the AFI topology exhibits large one dimensional channels which are difficult to describe accurately by a finite cluster. Hence a periodic zeolite model is recommended for this type of materials. Secondly, it was shown recently that these systems typically exhibit complex potential energy surfaces which cannot be fully captured by static geometry optimizations. [43] Indeed, due to the large available space inside the channels, guest molecules may adopt many configurations, making it difficult to describe reactions with one pre-reactive complex and transition state.
During a regular molecular dynamics simulation, barriers of ca. RT, with R the universal gas constant, can easily be overcome, allowing a good sampling of lowly activated reactions like the proton transfers as discussed in the first case study. However, typical reaction steps occuring in MTO catalytic cycles exhibit free energy barriers of a couple of tens of kJ/mol. [74, 84] As such, these reaction steps are rare events and their probability of occurring during a standard AIMD simulation is relatively low. To enhance sampling of interesting regions on the FES, a multitude of methods has been developed, [37, 85, 86] among which the metadynamics method, developed by Laio and Parrinello, [34, 35, [87] [88] [89] [90] is very promising to study zeolitecatalyzed reactions. [42, 44] The method is especially suited to explore new reaction pathways by identifying a set of collective variables (CVs) that allow sampling interesting regions of the potential and free energy surface. Along these CVs, the free energy landscape is "filled up"
with gaussian-shaped bias potentials to accelerate sampling of rare events ( Figure S7 .1).
Afterwards the sum of the gaussians can be used to reconstruct the FES. For the simulation of chemical reactions, it is especially useful to use coordination numbers as CVs. [42, 44] To reconstruct the free energy surface (FES) after a MTD simulation, the methodology as used in references [44] and [88] were applied as will be further discussed. Free energy barriers were computed according to Eq. 2.
Properly defining collective variables is not a straightforward task, as they need to capture the reaction coordinate that leads the system from one energy basin to another. Hence, the reaction coordinate and thus the reaction mechanism have to be known a priori.
In this case study, we investigate the methylation of benzene in H-SSZ-24 at 350 °C with 2 methanol molecules by the metadynamics technique. Initially, an AIMD simulation of the 1x1x2 H-SSZ-24 supercell ( Figure S8 .1) containing one acid site and loaded with 1 benzene and 2 methanol molecules was performed in the NPT ensemble at 350 °C and 1 bar to determine the time-averaged cell lengths (Table S8 .1) and investigate the behavior of the reactants in the pore. With the same criterion as applied in the first case study, we find that the probability for framework deprotonation by the two methanol molecules under the given conditions is 21%. We observe that the proton can be located at a reasonable distance from the framework (Figure S9.1) . Furthermore, we calculated that there is a probability of 82 % to find methanol in a dimer conformation. Consequently, it is expected that proton mobility will affect the methylation reaction as the reaction can start from physisorbed methanol, a single protonated methanol molecules or protonated methanol dimers.
To avoid the assumption of a concerted or a stepwise methylation mechanism, three CVs were defined as displayed in Figure Due to the significant probability of methanol protonation prior to reaction and the large available space in the AFI channels, the orientation of the reactants within the channel and with respect to the active site is rather free. This is translated in broad free energy minima and transition regions in the free energy surface. This observation further motivates the dynamical approach, taking into account more than one reactant, transition and product state. Figure 9 it can be concluded that both single protonated methanol molecules (b,c) as protonated methanol dimers (a) can be part of the pre-reactive complex. As mentioned earlier, the probability to find methanol in a dimer conformation in the reactant well is 82 %. During the 235 ps MTD simulation the probability for methanolmethanol or methanol-water interactions is only 43 %, indicating that after reaction and thus charge transfer to the hydrocarbon, the probability to form dimers of protic molecules is significantly lower (Figure S14 .1). Also for the methoxide formation, the guest molecules can adopt many different configurations, leading to the sampling of many different transition states ( Figure 9 d,e). To obtain chemical insight, one must be able to project all relevant information of this three dimensional simulation onto a lower dimensional coordinate. This is not trivial and the technique we applied earlier is no longer applicable. [42, 44] Thus, a more flexible and universal tool is needed to project the obtained multidimensional free energy surface onto a lower dimensional reaction coordinate. Therefore the lowest free energy path (LFEP) method
proposed by Ensing and co-workers and implemented in the trace_irc program has been applied. [88] Hereby, a path connecting two free energy minima is constructed along the valley of lowest free energy. Figure 8 displays the calculated LFPEs for the direct methylation (red), methoxide formation (blue) and indirect methylation reaction (green). The one dimensional free energy profiles corresponding with these LFEPs are shown in Figure S15 .1 and the resulting free energy barriers and reaction free energies are summarized in Table 1 .
Convergence of the free energy profiles was achieved by simulating sufficiently long and reducing the Gaussian hill height after barrier recrossings. All LFEPs were converged after the 235 ps simulation, as the profiles vary less than 5 kJ/mol during the last picoseconds of the simulation ( Figure S15 . 2, 3, 4) . Note that for transitions to the products, no reaction free energy value is available as the product region is not entirely sampled to enhance multiple barrier crossings by introducing a wall in the MTD simulation (Supporting Information section S11). From Table 1 can be concluded that under the given conditions, the direct and stepwise mechanisms are competing pathways, as both exhibit similar free energy barriers.
Furthermore, it seems that the breaking of the C-O bond is the rate limiting step during the direct methylation or methoxide formation as both reaction steps exhibit a nearly identical barrier. Recently some of the present authors reported the free energy barrier of 122 kJ/mol for direct methylation of benzene in H-ZSM-5 with 2 methanol molecules at 400 °C. [44] As it is expected that the acid strength of H-ZSM-5 and H-SSZ-24 are quite similar, this suggests that the large pores of H-SSZ-24 stabilize the transition states less efficient than the medium pore sized H-ZSM-5. Similar observations were reported earlier for the methylation of benzene in H-ZSM-5 and H-Beta. [17] Step 1 (R-IM) 138.5 43.6
Step 2 (IM-P)
/
The importance of surface methoxides and the stepwise methylation mechanism in general was recently underlined in several studies. [91] [92] [93] In a micro-kinetic modeling study based on DFT calculations and kinetic measurements, Brogaard et al. found that at typical methanol conversion conditions, the stepwise mechanism prevails for methylation of alkenes in the narrow pore material H-ZSM-22 due to the entropic benefit of intermediately releasing a water molecule. [91] A similar conclusion was recently made by Jones and Iglesia using a kinetic, spectroscopic and theoretical study. [92] The authors stresses that methoxy-mediated dissociative routes become dominant at certain conditions due to a delicate balance between entropic and enthalpic effects. These observations further underline that a study of various competitive pathways may certainly not be limited to the exploration of the PES at 0 K. A further in-depth discussion on the interplay of enthalpic and entropic effects may be found in the work of Gounder and Iglesia. [94] Our second case study sheds light on the complexity, necessity and usefulness of applying a multidimensional metadynamics approach to study elementary reaction steps in the MTO process for which different pathways may be competing. A purely static approach would not be sufficient for the material under study which exhibits wide channels, allowing many reactant and product configurations. Detailed mechanistic insights and a deeper understanding of the free energy surface of benzene methylation in H-SSZ-24 by two methanol molecules could be obtained. Some further insights can of course be obtained by complementing these simulations with other available molecular dynamics based techniques like more advanced metadynamics simulations [37, 95] or transition path sampling. [8] Depending on the system under investigation, the use of advanced molecular dynamics simulations may be necessary.
However, they also come with a significant computational cost. Therefore, preliminary static calculations may reveal the necessity of molecular dynamics based techniques as was done for methanol and benzene in H-SSZ-24 in reference [43] .
Conclusion and outlook
Molecular dynamics simulations have proven their indispensable role in fields such as homogeneous catalysis for reactions in organic solvents and biochemistry for studies on protein folding. Within the field of catalysis, first principle molecular dynamics simulations of reactions are currently not widely applied. In this paper we have shown by two case studies the potential of these techniques to mimic operating conditions while simulating chemical conversions. Indeed, by using such approach, we were able to account for framework flexibility, the presence of additional guest molecules in the catalyst's pores and the existence of competitive pathways. The advantage of these methods relies on their ability to scan large portions of the potential and free energy surfaces. In the first case study, the effects of loading H-SAPO-34 at 350 °C with increasing amounts of protic guest molecules was investigated.
The MD simulations with fully flexible unit cells revealed a significant expansion or contraction of the H-SAPO-34 framework upon adsorption of different amounts of methanol or water respectively. In addition, proton mobility was observed and seemed to depend on the proton affinity of the adsorbed molecules, the loading of these molecules in the pores and the mobility of the guest molecules. It might be important to take this highly dynamical phenomenon into account when protic molecules like methanol or water are (co-) adsorbed in zeolitic materials. This effect can have important implications on the nature of the active site for zeolite conversions as chemical reactions don't necessarily take place at the Brønsted acid site, but can also occur near a protonated cluster of protic molecules in the pores of the material. In the second case study, the methylation of benzene in the presence of two methanol molecules at 350 °C in H-SSZ-24 was investigated. With this reaction we could demonstrate how competitive pathways, the presence of additional guest molecules in the pores and framework flexibility complicate the accurate sampling of a reaction. As the framework is prone to deprotonation prior to reaction, any further reaction can start from physisorbed methanol, a single protonated methanol molecule or a protonated methanol dimer. Moreover, the H-SSZ-24 material exhibits large pores, giving a large configurational freedom to the adsorbed molecules. Due to these two reasons, reactants can adopt many configurations, leading to a relatively flat potential energy surface. For this system, the metadynamics approach captures the complexity of the process adequately by probing a free energy surface spanned by three collective variables. After comparing the calculated lowest free energy paths, we concluded that the direct and stepwise methylation mechanisms are competing pathways in the AFI zeolite at 350°C, as they exhibit nearly identical activation barriers. Moreover, due to the large available space in the large pore AFI material, there are multiple transition paths connecting the free energy minima. Indeed, in the calculated free energy surfaces broad transition regions were observed. The two presented cases nicely show the importance of approaches beyond a static methodology, focusing on one transition state.
Furthermore, it is expexted that the adopted dynamical methodology has a high potential for a variety of applications within zeolite catalysis.
Computational details
DFT simulations have been performed with the CP2K software package [96] using the combined Gaussian and Plane Wave (GPW) basis sets approach. [97, 98] The revPBE functional was chosen for its improved performance for solid-state calculations compared to the commonly used PBE functional. [99] The DZVP-GTH basis set and pseudopotentials [100] were used, and Grimme D3 dispersion corrections [101] were added. In the two case studies presented in this work, the silicoaluminophosphate H-SAPO-34 and aluminosilicate H-SSZ- 
Ab initio molecular dynamics
In the two case studies, the behavior of guest molecules at 350 °C in H-SAPO-34 and H-SSZ-24 is assessed by ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. To fully account for the flexibility of the zeolite host and the dynamics of the guest molecules, the simulations were performed in the NPT ensemble at 350 °C and 1 bar. The resulting time-averaged cell parameters are summarized in Table S1 .1 and S8.1. The time step for integration of the equations of motion was set to 0.5 fs. The system was equilibrated for 5 ps, followed by a production run of 50 ps.
Due to the high computational demand of AIMD simulations, the simulation times are relatively short. As proton transfers are studied, first principle based methods, rather than classical force fields, have to be applied. So far, there is only one molecular dynamics study reporting results on MTO reactions in H-ZSM-5 that uses the ReaxFF force field. [102] The temperature was controlled by a chain of 5 Nosé-Hoover thermostats [85] , the pressure by an MTK barostat. [103] For reactions involving light atoms, nuclear quantum effects might become important. Nonetheless, the methodology applied to study proton mobility relies on classical equations of motion. The path integral formalism is very promising from this perspective, but further investigation and extensive testing in combination with quantum mechanical MD simulation packages is required.
[104]
Metadynamics
In the second case study, the reactivity of benzene and two methanol molecules in H-SSZ-24
is assessed with the metadynamics approach at 350 °C, a realistic MTO temperature, in the 
where the sum runs over two sets of atoms i and j, r ij is the distance between atoms i and j and r 0 is a reference distance. For all coordination numbers used in this study, a reference distance r 0 of 2.0 Å was chosen, as this value lies in the range of typical transition state distances of the bonds that have to be broken and formed during a methylation or methoxide formation. The parameters nn and nd are set to 6 and 12, respectively. With these coordination numbers as switch function defining the order parameters, unbounded states are mapped on values close to zero, transition states on values around 0.5 and fully bonded states on values around 1.
Quadratic walls were used to restrict the exploration of the FES to a particular area of interest (Supporting Information section S11). The reacting methanol molecule is kept close to the acidic proton and the product valley is not entirely sampled to prevent the formation of more stable toluenium cations and as such enhance barrier recrossings (more details in SI section S11). After the first and second recrossing of the transition point, the hill height is adequately halved to enhance the FES convergence. A new hill was spawned every 50 time steps. The width of all gaussians was set to 0.02. The integration time step was set to 0.5 fs for all MTD simulations. To obtain one dimensional free energy profiles from the reconstructed FES, the lowest free energy path was calculated according to reference [88] . Given the free energy profile, a free energy barrier ΔG ‡ is conveniently computed with Eq. (2) . Note that calculation of separate enthalpic and entropic contributions require a different approach as these are slowly converging properties. [105] To compare the static and dynamic approach to describe a reaction, a transition state was localized using the dimer method implemented in CP2K. [106] A normal mode analysis was performed to confirm that the optimized transition state is a true first order saddle point. To determine the pre-reactive complex and products, the intrinsic reaction coordinate was followed.
